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SUBJECT: REPORT BACK FROM PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT REGARDING ITS CURRENT
FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
That the City Council receive and file this report.

BACKGROUND:
Pursuant to the adoption of the Mayor’s 2014-15 budget on May 21, 2014, the Personnel Department was
instructed to report back to the Personnel and Animal Welfare Committee with an analysis of the current
functionality of the Department and the sustainability at its current funding level.
SUMMARY:
Council had provided additional resources to focus on the backlog in examining, to enable departments to
have eligible lists more quickly.
Through additional resources and process innovations, the Personnel Department has made significant
progress in completing exams. Other aspects of the department still have sustainability issues, due to
recessionary cutbacks and increased demand including recruitment, certification and hiring in liaison
departments. The first part of this report addresses civilian hiring, followed by a discussion of public safety
hiring.

CIVILIAN HIRING:
In the Selection Division’s Examining Section of the Personnel Department, exam analysts are responsible for
test validation, test development, and administrative oversight of the examination process. Clerical support of
the selection process is also provided from staff responsible for reviewing applications, scheduling candidates,
administering and scoring tests, and a whole myriad of functions related to examination processing.
In the latter part of FY 2013-14 with the approval of unfreezes and special funded projects in various City
departments, the Personnel Department saw a rise in the number of examinations requested. Without
additional staffing to match the pace of exam requests, by March 2015 a backlog had developed that reached
a peak of 130 exams waiting to open, with the waiting period averaging 8 months.
Recognizing the need for additional resources to address the backlog, the Mayor and City Council provided
additional funding in the FY 2015-16 budget. Additional resources included funding for additional staff for both
exam analysts and clerical support, as-needed staffing, and contractor costs. The following table provides
some workload comparisons over the past few fiscal years:
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Exams Requested
Exams Opened
Average Time to
Complete Exams
Eligible Lists
Established - Regular
Exams
Eligible Lists
Established Continuous Exams
Exams in Queue to
Open
Exam Analyst Staff

FY 2012-13*

Workload Comparisons
FY 2013-14*
FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

164
135
103 days

168
141
138 days

182
202
132 days

209
234
115 days

FYTD 2016-17
As of Dec 2016
106
99
144 days

118

104

191

220

87

133

148

146

194

96

90

123

130

54

57

**

4SPAIs
5SPAIs
6PAIIs
5PAIIs
5-Ad Interns
5-Ad Interns
* During Managed Hiring vacancies needed to be unfrozen
Additional positions (1-SPA1 & 1-PAII) funded by DWP.
1 additional PAN position funded by LADBS.
**

5-SPAIs
6-SPAIs
7-PAIIs***
13-PAIIs
5-Ad Interns
6-Ad Interns
before exams are assigned.

6-SPAIs
13-PAIIs
6-Ad Interns

**

***

The additional resources have made a positive impact and helped the Personnel Department realize significant
progress toward providing continued support and customer service to City departments desiring to fill positions
with qualified and diverse candidates’ representative of the City of Los Angeles. The Personnel Department is
striving to keep up the momentum of completing exams and implementing innovative approaches to ensure
that City departments can fill their positions and provide essential City services. As represented in the table
above, the demand for exams has increased over the years and has stayed steadily high. With the additional
resources, the Personnel Department has been able to eliminate the backlog of exams and work on innovative
solutions.
Innovations that have been implemented include:
•
Allowing candidates to self-schedule themselves for a written test at times and offsite locations
convenient to them
Using Skype interviews in some exams that have limited candidate pools in order to attract a broader
candidate pool outside of the greater Los Angeles area
Adding weekend interviews and Sunday testing as testing options to increase testing capacity
Using new technology has also played a role in Personnel Department’s innovations, including
autoscoring of qualifications questionnaire to screen candidates for the next phase of the selection process, an
examination information database posted on the Personnel Department website that serves as an exam
calendar and shows the progress of exams, and the development of instructional videos for job experts that
assist in the examination process to reduce the time they need to actually appear or meet with Personnel
Department staff
Implementing other operational efficiencies, including the combining of Review periods to streamline the
review of candidate appeals and shorten the time it takes to establish eligible lists, the creation of an Appeals
Unit that specifically addresses claims and protests from candidates, working with outside agencies to develop
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technical exams such as those for the IT classifications, and opening more exams on a continuous basis that
result in fresh eligible lists for departments to hire from.
Another innovation that the Personnel Department is currently exploring is the development of ways for
candidates to take a self-proctored test anytime, anywhere. Self-proctored testing will involve either a
candidate taking an unproctored online test which makes up one part of an examination process, or taking an
online test using a videocam that is monitored remotely or recorded for later screening. The ability to do exams
in this way will elevate the City of Los Angeles as their employer of choice for a new generation of employees
who view technology as integral to their everyday lives.

PUBLIC SAFETY HIRING:
Recruitment funds for Police Officer hiring allowed the Department to develop a brand-new recruitment
campaign for LAPD, which was launched in the fall. As a result of the campaign, as well as improvements in
the hiring process, police hiring is tracking nearly 12% ahead of last fiscal year. Meanwhile, recruitment funds
for Firefighter hiring prompted the Department to extend the application deadline (from July to December) to
continue diversity outreach. As a result, the applicant pool grew by over 2,650 additional ethnically diverse
candidates and saw the number of female applicants nearly double. Accordingly, sustained funding will be
necessary for the Department to continue its recruitment efforts and widen its youth outreach to create
pipelines into these job classifications.
The addition of background investigators helped increase the number of Police Officers being hired and helped
ensure that all LAFD Drill Towers are being fully filled. For these successes to continue, however, funding
should be sustained for the background investigation function and should be increased for fingerprinting - a
cost that outpaces the budget allocation year after year due to growing numbers of applicants.
Police hiring would benefit from enhanced funding for polygraphs, since demand for appointment slots is far
greater than supply, creating some slowdown in the hiring process, and for the Psychology Section that
performs pre-employment screening. Currently, the section consists of six psychologists who are nearing
saturation in the number of candidates they can see. An additional psychologist would widen capacity and
prevent disruption in the hiring momentum in case of unexpected medical leaves.

CONCLUSION:
Given all the accomplishments which only were achievable with the additional resources, it is necessary and
critical for the Personnel Department to continue its efforts. Funding for these resources must be sustained to
meet the hiring needs of City departments due to the expected retirements and to ultimately to create the
future of L.A.
FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT:
There is no impact this fiscal year. The Personnel Department has requested regularization of these selection
resources in the FY 2017-18 Proposed Budget.
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